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black hat usa 2014 briefings - 48 dirty little secrets cryptographers don t want you to know over the past year more than
10 000 people participated in the matasano crypto challenges a staged learning exercise where participants implemented
48 different attacks against realistic cryptographic constructions, black hat usa 2016 briefings - a journey from jndi ldap
manipulation to remote code execution dream land jndi java naming and directory interface is a java api that allows clients to
discover and look up data and objects via a name, exploiting weak crypto on car key fobs hackaday - so you could
complain that sharing this software equates to giving out master keys to potential car thieves on the other hand this only
works for a limited number of older models from a, c fqa lite operator overloading yossi kreinin - this section is about
operator overloading a way to make the code readable as long as the reader doesn t care what the code actually does, def
con 18 hacking conference speakers - started in 1992 by the dark tangent defcon is the world s longest running and
largest underground hacking conference hackers corporate it professionals and three letter government agencies all
converge on las vegas every summer to absorb cutting edge hacking research from the most brilliant minds in the world and
test their skills in contests of hacking might, how to become a penetration tester requirements for - what does a
penetration tester do the short version a penetration tester a k a ethical hacker probes for and exploits security
vulnerabilities in web based applications networks and systems, def con 25 hacking conference talks - the speakers of
def con 25 speaker index 0 0ctane 0x00string a aleph naught hyrum anderson ayoul3 dor azouri, speculative buffer
overflows attacks and defenses - 1 1 spectre1 1 bounds check bypass on stores code vulnerable to spectre1 1 is shown
in listing 2 during speculative execution the processor may ignore the bounds, secure programming with static analysis
brian chess - secure programming with static analysis brian chess jacob west on amazon com free shipping on qualifying
offers the first expert guide to static analysis for software security creating secure code requires more than just good
intentions programmers need to know that their code will be safe in an almost infinite number of scenarios and
configurations, 24 deadly sins of software security programming flaws and - originally stumbled across a copy of 19
deadly sins in a half price bookstore and found myself thoroughly engrossed when i discovered there was a second edition
with even more information i was all over it, cwe 2011 cwe sans top 25 most dangerous software errors - the 2011 cwe
sans top 25 most dangerous software errors is a list of the most widespread and critical errors that can lead to serious
vulnerabilities in software, informationweek serving the information needs of the - veterans day is an appropriate time to
remember that the millions of us vets represent a talented tech workforce at the same time maybe there s a second way to
help close the tech talent gap, code of conduct voobly - preamble as part of voobly s commitment to making you must
login to view link a great place to meet and interact with others around the world we require that you abide by our code of
conduct your commitment to this code of conduct in all you must login to view link game lobbies game rooms messenger
bulletin board services chat rooms public social network web sites forums run by, cheating in online games wikipedia cheating in online games is defined as the action of pretending to comply with the rules of the game while secretly
subverting them to gain an unfair advantage over an opponent depending on the game different activities constitute
cheating and it is either a matter of game policy or consensus opinion as to whether a particular activity is considered to be
cheating, spy tech hacks whatsapp encrypted chat from a backpack - surveillance vendors are keen to undo the
powerful cryptography of whatsapp israeli firm wintego says it has the answer but security experts are doubtful
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